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ABSTRACT: Using eddy-resolving Community Earth System Model (CESM) simulations, this study investigates meso-

scale energetics and air–sea interaction at two different time-scale windows in the Kuroshio Extension (KE) region. Based

on an energy budget analysis, it is found that both baroclinic and barotropic pathways contribute to eddy energy generation

within the low-frequency window (longer than 3 weeks) in this region, while both air–sea heat fluxes and wind stresses act as

prominent eddy killers that remove energy from the ocean. In contrast, within the high-frequency window oceanic vari-

ability is mainly fed by baroclinic instability and regulated by turbulent thermal wind (TTW) processes, while the positive

wind work is derived primarily from ageostrophic flow, i.e., Ekman drift, and along with air–sea heat fluxes has little

influence on geostrophic mesoscale eddies.

KEYWORDS: Atmosphere-ocean interaction; Mesoscale processes; Ocean dynamics; Microscale processes/variability;

Energy budget/balance; Oceanic variability

1. Introduction

The Kuroshio Extension (KE) is the western boundary

current extension of the subtropical gyre in the North Pacific

Ocean and, it is formed after the Kuroshio separates from the

coast of Japan. Being an intense baroclinic inertial jet, the KE

is characterized by the presence of two quasi-stationary me-

anders and energetic pinched-off eddies (Fig. 1a) (e.g., Qiu

et al. 1991; Nakano et al. 2013; Kida et al. 2015; Sasaki and

Minobe 2015). Based on long-term satellite altimeter mea-

surements and high-resolution ocean model simulations, sig-

nificant advancements have been made over the last two

decades regarding the phenomenology and dynamic causes for

mesoscale variability of KE. A rich literature is now available,

suggesting that the mesoscale eddies draw their energy from

mean flowmainly through both baroclinic (BC) and barotropic

(BT) instability in the upstream KE, whereas they are dissi-

pated or give energy back to mean flow in the downstream

(Berloff and McWilliams 1999; Waterman and Jayne 2011;

Yang and Liang 2016; Yang et al. 2018).

Regulated by westward-propagating baroclinic long Rossby

waves and jet stability, the KE exhibits significant decadal

modulations between a stable and an unstable dynamic state

(Qiu and Chen 2005, 2010; Taguchi et al. 2007; Qiu et al. 2017;

Yang et al. 2017, 2018). When in its stable dynamic state, the

KE has been observed to have an intensified eastward trans-

port, a northward latitudinal position, an enhanced southern

recirculation gyre, and a decreased regional eddy kinetic

energy (EKE) level. The reverse is true when the KE switches

to an unstable dynamic state. The mesoscale variability in the

KE region has been recognized to be important for the basin-

scale ocean dynamics and marine ecosystems in the North

Pacific (Qiu and Chen 2011; Bishop 2013; Kida et al. 2015).

In addition to its oceanic variability, the KE is also well

known for its intense air–sea interaction. Carried by the strong

Kuroshio Current, the warm water from the tropics is trans-

ported northward and exposed to the colder and windier at-

mosphere, resulting in large loss of heat from the ocean to the

atmosphere (Fig. 1b). Particularly, the heating effect of the KE

on the overlying atmosphere can reach more than 600Wm22

during boreal winter (Konda et al. 2010; Kelly et al. 2010). The

heat and moisture provided by the underlying ocean regulate

the instability of air and play an important role in the formation

of storm tracks (Nakamura et al. 2004; Sampe and Xie 2007;

Booth et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2018). In addition to the thermo-

dynamic interaction, wind stress in this region is significantly

influenced by strong ocean currents (Cornillon and Park 2001;

Kelly et al. 2001; Renault et al. 2016). It has been hypothesized

that the KE jet, wind stress, and atmospheric storms can form a

coupled system at decadal time scales: wind-generated, west-

ward-propagating baroclinic Rossby waves from the central

North Pacific basin regulate theKE jet, while the dynamic state

of the KE influences the storm tracks and surface wind stress

curl field in return (Qiu et al. 2014).

Besides large-scale characteristics, the air–sea interaction in

the KE region features prominent mesoscale variability as

well. By examining the relationship between wind stress curl

and crosswind component of local sea surface temperature

(SST) gradient, Chelton et al. (2004) detected a dynamicalCorresponding author: Haiyuan Yang, yanghaiyuan@ouc.edu.cn
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coupling between eddies and atmosphere.Based on the theoretical

analysis using an eddy-centric framework, Gaube et al. (2015) in-

vestigated the effect of eddy current feedback induced by several

factors. Current-induced surface wind stress curl change over an

eddy can generate an Ekman pumping velocity that is of the op-

posite sign to the surface vorticity of the eddy (Eden and Dietze

2009; Seo et al. 2016), while differences between the surface wind

and ocean velocities can result in Ekman upwelling and down-

welling in the cores of anticyclones and cyclones, respectively.

Renault et al. (2016) summarized previous works on the current

feedback mechanisms. On one hand, eddy-induced wind stress

anomalies produce a stress curl that is opposite to the eddy vor-

ticity, damping the kinetic energy of eddy directly. On the other

hand, eddy currents will induce the adjustment in the atmospheric

boundary layer and produce wind anomalies that oppose the

anomalous wind stress curl, acting to reduce its damping effect on

eddies. To date, this eddy–current feedback theory has been sup-

ported by recent wind power analyses in the KE region (Xu et al.

2016; Yang and Liang 2018; Yang et al. 2019). In addition to EKE,

recent high-resolution satellite observations and coupled

atmosphere–ocean model simulations indicate a large potential

energy release from mesoscale ocean fronts and eddies to the

overlying atmosphere in the North Pacific Ocean (Bishop et al.

2015; Ma et al. 2016; Bishop et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018; Yang

et al. 2019; Shan et al. 2020; Jing et al. 2020).Onone hand, strong

mesoscale air–sea heat exchange acts as an eddy killer by dissi-

pating eddy potential energy (EPE; Ma et al. 2016; Bishop et al.

2017; Shan et al. 2020). On the other hand, it promotes strong

turbulent mixing within the mixing layer and generates vertical

heat transport (Jing et al. 2020). Moreover, Bishop et al. (2017)

explored the temporal and spatial dependence of mesoscale air–

sea interaction and indicated different dynamics at different

time scales: SST variability within synoptic time scales is driven

by surface heat flux (SHF) associated with weather variability,

whereas at monthly and longer time scales both SST and SHF

are driven by internal ocean processes. Yang et al. (2019) further

supported this finding using an eddy energetic analysis.

While these previous studies have significantly improved our

understanding of ocean mesoscale variability in the KE region

and highlighted the role of mesoscale air–sea interactions in

mesoscale energy cycle, some important issues remain un-

solved. First and most importantly, a detailed picture of the

energy budget of mesoscale variability at different time scales

remains fragmentary. Second, the role of air–sea interaction in

mesoscale energy balance at different time scales has yet to be

quantified. These issues pose hindrances to our understanding

of the basic mesoscale dynamics in the KE region. In this pa-

per, the abovementioned issues are examined through ana-

lyzing an eddy-resolving coupled climate model simulation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2

gives a brief description of the datasets andmethod used in this

study. In section 3, a detailed study of air–sea interaction and

its role in mesoscale energy balance is presented. The paper

ends with a summary and further discussion in section 4.

2. Data and method

a. Data

1) CESM MODEL

In this study, the eddy-resolving model product based on a

version of the Community Earth System Model (CESM) is

used. This simulation is developed as a part of the Accelerated

Scientific Discovery (ASD) initiative conducted by the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The

global fully coupled model includes the Community Atmosphere

Model version 5 (CAM5) with a spectral element dynamical

core as the atmospheric component and the Parallel Ocean

Program version 2 (POP2) as the oceanic component. A de-

tailed model description is given by Small et al. (2014). As the

latest version of the atmosphere model series, the CAM5 is

based on a global cubed-sphere grid at horizontal resolution of

about 0.258 with 30 pressure levels in the vertical direction. POP2

is a finite-difference code on an Arakawa B grid (velocities are

specified at tracer cell corners) with horizontal resolution of 0.18
and 62 z levels in the vertical with increasing grid space from 5m

near the sea surface to 250m near the bottom. The K-profile

parameterization (KPP) vertical mixing scheme (Large et al.

1994) is employed to parameterize the subgrid-scale vertical

mixing processes and both biharmonic friction and Laplacian

friction are applied in horizontal direction. The ocean and atmo-

sphere components of CESM are connected by a coupling soft-

ware framework which allows frequent mass, momentum and

energy exchanges at the interface. For every 6h, POP2 offers SST

and surface velocity to CAM5 and obtains momentum flux, heat

flux and equivalent ‘‘salt flux’’ (calculated based on freshwater

flux) from CAM5 on the basis of surface flux scheme developed

FIG. 1. (a) Mean velocity field (colored shading; m s21) based on

the CESM in the western North Pacific. Contours denote the mean

SSH field. (b) Mean surface downward net heat flux (colored

shading; W m22) based on the CESM in the western North Pacific.

Contours denote the mean SST field.
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byLarge andYeager (2009). Themodel is integrated for 100 years

with 14 years of spinup. In this study, we extended this simulation

for 4 more years and saved all the daily mean terms in the mo-

mentum and temperature equations (appendix A) to facilitate a

detailed energetics analysis. The same CESM dataset has been

used by Yang et al. (2019) to diagnose energetics within a time

window of 15–270 days in the KE region. In this study, we extend

this analysis by dividing eddy energetics and air–sea interaction

into two time windows with a cutoff period of about 3 weeks and

compare the energy balance and underlying processes between

these two time windows. The results presented below is based on

the analysis performed in the KE region (1408–1708E, 258–458N).

2) OBSERVATIONS

Two observational datasets are used in this study to validate the

CESMmodel output in the region of our interest. For the SST field,

we utilize the optimum interpolation sea surface temperature

(OISST, https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oisst) product maintained op-

erationally at 1-day delay by the National Ocean and Atmospheric

Administration’s (NOAA)NationalClimateDataCenter (NCDC).

With the application of bias adjustment methodology, it blends the

Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) infrared

satellite SST data, the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer

(AMSR) satellite SST data, and in situ temperature data from ships

and buoy measurements (Reynolds et al. 2007). The dataset has a

spatial grid resolution of 0.258 and a temporal resolution of 1 day.

Here, an 8-yr-long SST product covering the period from

December 2003 to November 2011 within the KE region

(1408–1708E, 258–458N) is used.

To validate the EKE field from the CESM model output,

the merged sea surface height (SSH) product derived from

measurements of several satellites (e.g., Jason-1 and Jason-2,

Envisat, ERS-1 and ERS-2) is used in this study. This dataset is

provided by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring

Service (CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/). The hori-

zontal resolution of the SSH dataset is 0.258 at daily intervals.

In our analysis, the SSH fields during 2001–16 within the region

(1408E–1808, 258–458N) are used.

b. Method

In this study, mesoscale air–sea interaction and energetics in

the KE region are analyzed using multiscale energy and vor-

ticity analysis method (MS-EVA; Liang and Robinson 2005;

Liang 2016). Based on wavelet analyses (Meyer wavelet is used

in this study), MS-EVA decomposes time series into several

time-scale windows orthogonally without changing the total

energy. Here, we decompose the variables into two windows:

A5A;0 1A;1 , (1)

where ;0, ;1 represent low-frequency and high-frequency

processes, respectively. This two-window decomposition

method has been employed in previous studies to examine

ocean mesoscale energetics (e.g., Yang et al. 2017). Here,

the high-frequency processes include the direct oceanic response

to synoptic-scale atmospheric processes (e.g., Ekman drift) and

mesoscale filaments. The processes, such asmesoscale eddies and

jet meanders characterized by longer period, belong to the low-

frequency window. The cutoff period is set to be 23 days, which is

long enough to cover the synoptic-scale processes (Nakamura

et al. 2004; Gan and Wu 2015; McWilliams 2016). Moreover,

changing the cutoff period from 17 to 34 days generates no sig-

nificant differences in relative magnitudes of the energy terms.

Therefore, 23 days is chosen as the cutoff period in this study.

The energy equations within the low-frequency window

are (Fig. 2a):
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In Eq. (2), overbar and prime denote mean flow and me-

soscale variability, respectively. The terms v 5 (u, y, w)

and vH 5 (u, y) represent the full and horizontal velocity

vectors, respectively. The term T is the potential tem-

perature perturbation from the background profile T0(z),

and FT represents the nonlocal T transport due to the

entrainment process parameterized using the KPP mixing

scheme (Large et al. 1994). Parameter r is the density with

reference value r0 (1025 kg m
23), and p indicates pressure.

The Laplacian viscosity (diffusion) coefficient AM2 (AH2)

is set as 104 m2 s21 (104 m2 s21), and the biharmonic vis-

cosity (diffusion) coefficient AM4 (AH4) is set as 27 3
109 m4 s21 (3 3 109 m4 s21). Parameters k and m are the

corresponding vertical mixing coefficients, which depend

on the local state andmixing parameterization. The operator =

represents the three-dimensional gradient operator. Detailed

derivations of Eq. (2) are given in appendix A. In Eq. (2a),

2r0;0w0;0g, the first term on the right-hand side, describes

conversion of EPE to EKE through vertical buoyancy

forcing (BF;0). The second term2r0[(v � =u0 1 v0 � =u);0
u0;0 1

(v � =y0 1 v0 � =y);0
y0;0] denotes the mesoscale energy fed into

the domain through advection and interaction between bar-

otropic mean flow and variability (BT;0). Once generated,

EKE is transported out of the domain by pressure work

(Pres;0), or balanced by energy dissipation D;0
K through

friction, wind stress, and bottom drag. Here, D;0
K can be di-

vided into horizontal friction (D;0
KH) and vertical mixing

(D;0
KV) components, while D;0

KV can be further divided into

surface forcing (W;0
wind) and oceanic mixing components:
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, (3)

where h1 represents the depth of the first level (10m in CESM),

vHsurface is the surfacehorizontal velocity and t represents the surface

wind stress. Physically, W;0
wind denotes wind power input whereas

D;0
KVI involves the oceanic friction and bottom drag processes.

Equation (2b) describes the sources and sinks for tempera-

ture (T variance) and is closely related toEPE. FollowingYang

et al. (2019), the classic EPE equation based on density field

(Lornez 1955) is not used here. This is because in the classic

definition, terms in the EPE equation are divided by buoyancy

frequency (N2) that is close to zero near the sea surface.

Therefore, large uncertainties will be introduced in the estimation

of air–sea interaction. Furthermore, temperature equation is

FIG. 2. Schematic of the eddy energy budget.
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prognostically determined by CESM and saved as model

output, especially for the vertical dissipation term. As such,

energetics analysis can be carried out more accurately by di-

rectly using the T-variance equation rather than the density-

based EPE equation. Besides the evolution of temperature,

variability of salinity may also affect the mesoscale processes in

the North Pacific (Jing et al. 2019). Based on the approximate

equation of state in the ocean for CESM model (Smith et al.

2010), it is found that the role of salinity variation in regulating

the mesoscale energy balance is secondary in the KE region

(appendix B). Therefore, we will focus on T variance in the

following. According to Eq. (2b), the low-frequency change of

T variance is regulated by baroclinic conversion and advection

(BC;0
temp), mesoscale temperature induced EPE-to-EKE conver-

sion (BC;0
temp) and dissipation (D;0

temp). The D;0
temp term includes

energy dissipation within the ocean interior due to mixing and

diffusion processes and at the air–sea interface due to heat ex-

change with the atmosphere:
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Here Qnet is the net surface heat flux, Cp denotes the specific

heat of seawater, h1 represents the depth of the first level. In

the above equation,Q;0
temprepresents dissipation at the air–sea

interface due to heat exchange with the atmosphere, while

D;0
tempH (D;0

tempVI) is horizontal (vertical) mixing and diffusion

processes within the ocean interior.

By replacing ;0 with ;1, we obtain the energy equations

within the high-frequency window (Fig. 2b):
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Similarly, we also have the air–sea interaction terms associated

with wind power input

W;1
wind 5 v0;1

H j
surface

� t;1 , (6)

and air–sea heat exchange

Q;1
temp 5SST0;0 3

Q0;0
net

C
p
r
0

. (7)

3. Energetics analysis

a. Model validation

Before exploring the dynamics, it is necessary to quantify

whether CESM can accurately capture the mesoscale activity in

the KE region. Figure 3 compares the time-mean surface EKE

and T-variance fields derived from CESM and observation. The

EKE patterns within the two windows derived from CESM
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FIG. 3. Time-mean surface EKE0 field based on (a) CESM and (b) CMEMS (colored shading; 0.1m2 s22).

Contours denote the mean SSH field. Time-mean surface (T 0;0)2 field based on (c) CESM and (d) OISST (colored

shading; degrees squared). Contours denote themean SST field. Time-mean surface EKE1 field based on (e) CESM

and (f) CMEMS (colored shading; 0.01m2 s22). Contours denote the mean SSH field. Time-mean surface (T 0;1)2

field based on (g) CESM and (h) OISST (colored shading; degrees squared). Contours denote mean SST field.
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resemble those from satellite observations. In the upstream,

the mean path of the KE is characterized by the presence of

two quasi-stationary meanders with their ridges located at

around 1448 and 1508E, respectively. Along with the meanders,

the upstream KE is found to be rich in mesoscale variability

(Figs. 3a,e). Compared to the upstream KE west of 1508E, the
downstream KE exhibits a relative straight path and weaker

mesoscale variability (Figs. 3b,f).

Besides the circulation change, the KE region is also abun-

dant with temperature variability. Different from the EKE

field, theT variance is characterized with large values along the

Oyashio Extension (;408N) and Japan coast between 388 and
428N, as well as along the KE jet, especially within the low-

frequency window (Figs. 3c,d). The large T variance along the

Japan coast is associated with the southward intrusion of the

Oyashio Current (Qiu 2001; Yasuda 2003). The magnitudes of T

variance andEKEderived fromCESMare larger than those from

observations, which may be caused by the higher resolution of

CESM. To demonstrate this, a 0.38 3 0.38 (9 points) and 3-day

average are applied to the CESM velocity/temperature field. The

resultantmagnitudes of both EKE andT variance are found to be

more comparable to each other between CESM and observations

(not shown). Overall, this suggests that CESM can realistically

simulate the current and temperature structures of the mesoscale

variability in the KE region. In the following discussion, we will

examine its mesoscale energy balance through budget analysis.

b. Mesoscale energy budget

Figure 4 summarizes the budget for EKE and T variance

within two windows in the upper 200m layer in the region of

(1508–1708E, 328–428N) derived from CESM. Changing the inte-

gration depth from 150 to 250m induces no significant difference

in the results because all the terms are relatively small beneath

150m. To get a better understanding of the dynamics, the hori-

zontal distributions (Figs. 5 and 6 ) of the energy terms are also

provided. Figure 5a shows a significant baroclinic energy con-

version to (T0;0)2 to the northern side of KE, especially near the

meander around 1568E. The generated energy is either fed into

EKE0 through vertical flux (BF;0
temp) or dissipated through dissi-

pation processes (D;0
temp). Same as BC;0

temp, both of them depict

meridional variation with maximum occupying the area north of

the KE jet (Figs.5b,c). A positive spot is seen at (1528E, 358N) in

Fig. 5b, which may be caused by the vertical velocity anomaly

related to the recurring passages of the quasi-steady meander

(Bishop 2013). Besides along theKE jet, significantD;0
temp can also

be found around the Oyashio Extension. Quantitatively, BF;0
temp

andD;0
temp contribute equally to the total T-variance sink. Air–sea

heat exchange plays an important role in the budget and con-

tributes to ;80% of D;0
temp and ;40% of the total energy pro-

duction (Fig. 4a), in accordance with previous studies (Ma et al.

2016). It is noted that the damping role of Q;0
temp is much larger

here than that fromYang et al. (2019). This is because the domain

we conduct budget analysis in this study mainly locates on the

northern side of the KE jet where air–sea heat exchange is more

active. Moreover, Yang et al. (2019) focuses on the upstream KE

close to Japan coast. In that region, both baroclinic energy gen-

eration and horizontal diffusion is larger than the downstream

area used here, which will reduce the contribution of air–sea in-

teraction in energy balance as well. Different from (T 0;0)2, the

budget of high-frequency T variance is characterized by the

FIG. 4. Eddy energy budget for (a) (T 0;0)2 and EKE0, and (b) (T 0;1)2 and EKE1 in the upper 200-m KE region (1508–1708E, 328–428N)

derived from CESM.
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quasi-balance between BC;1
temp and BF;1

temp (Fig. 4b), which can

also be revealed by their consistent patterns and magnitudes in

Figs. 6a and 6b. In addition to the energy balance, a comparison

between BF;0
temp and BF;1

temp further indicates that the low-

frequency and high-frequency vertical buoyancy fluxes are

equally important in regulating the EKE. The contribution of

Q;1
temp is negligible, which suggests that the balance of (T 0;1)2

cannot be directly regulated by high-frequency air–sea heat

flux forcing.

In addition to the EPE0-to-EKE0 conversion, mesoscale

eddies also draw their kinetic energy from the mean flow

through BT;0 (Fig. 5e), especially near the meanders of the KE

jet (358N, 1528E). This phenomenon is associatedwith the along-

jet variation of meridional relative PV gradient (Waterman and

Jayne 2011). Integrating over the KE (Fig. 4a), BF;0 and BT;0

contribute about 1/3 and 2/3 to the total EKE0 source, respec-

tively. The generated EKE is either transported out of the do-

main by the pressure work Pres;0 (11%) or dissipated through

dissipation processes D;0
K (89%). Wind work acts as an energy

sink on the eddies and accounts for ;50% of EKE dissipation

and;45%of the total EKEgeneration, consistent with previous

estimations (Gaube et al. 2015; Renault et al. 2016, 2017; Xu

et al. 2016; Yang and Liang 2018). Compared to its low-

frequency counterpart, the balance of EKE1 is dominated by

BF;1 and D;1
K , with the role of BT;1 and Pres;1 secondary

(Fig. 4b, Figs. 6d–f). Different from its counterpart in low-

frequencywindow, the role ofD;1
KH cannot be directly neglected.

Moreover, it is found that the windwork for periods shorter than

;3 weeks is positive rather than negative, suggesting that the

high-frequency wind work is forcing rather than damping EKE.

Themesoscale energy balance is further explored by analyzing

the time evolution. It is revealed from Fig. 7 that all the energy

sources and sinks are characterized with obvious seasonal cycle

with maximum occurring in winter. In (T 0;0)2 balance (Fig. 7a),

the generated energy through BC;0
temp is mainly balanced by

BF;0
temp andD

;0
temp in winter, and it is reflected as the tendency ofT

variance in summer. In addition, BF;0
temp is found to change in

pace with D;0
temp. Their correlation approaches 0.9 and is signifi-

cant at the 99% confidence level (the degrees of freedom for the

low-passed time series are evaluated based on the Monte Carlo

test; hereinafter, all correlations are found to be significant at the

99% confidence level), indicating the dynamical link between

FIG. 5. Horizontal distribution of (a) BC;0
temp (colored shading; 1024 8C2m s21), (b) BF;0

temp (colored shading;

1024 8C2m s21), (c) D;0
temp (colored shading; 1024 8C2m s21), (d) BF;0 (colored shading; 0.01Wm22), (e) BT;0 1

Pres;0 (colored shading; 0.01Wm22) and (f) D;0
K (colored shading; 0.01Wm22) integrated over the upper 200m

derived from CESM. Contours are mean SSH isolines.
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vertical mixing and heat transport. Compared to (T0;0)2 tendency,

the tendency of EKE0 is always smaller compared to other terms

(Fig. 7b). Both BF;0 and BT;0 show significant correlations with

D;0
K with the linear correlation coefficient exceeding 0.75.

Within the high-frequency window (Figs. 7c,d), the time

evolution of the budget is more intuitive, especially in winter.

Combined with the analysis in Figs. 4a and 4b mesoscale en-

ergy pathway consisting of BC;1
temp/ BF;1

temp (BF
;1) / D;1

K is

detected. This suggests that the high-frequency baroclinic en-

ergy is mainly released to kinetic energy and finally balanced

by mixing process. To better understand the EKE1 budget, we

apply below the turbulent thermal wind (TTW) theory that

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but within the high-frequency window.

FIG. 7. Time evolution of energy budget in the upper 200-m KE region (1508–1708E, 328–428N) for (a) (T 0;0)2, (b) EKE0, (c) (T
0;1)2, and

(d) EKE1. Shading indicates boreal winter (December–March).
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involves both vertical mixing and thermal wind balance (Gula

et al. 2014; McWilliams 2016):
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Based on these equations and momentum analysis, Gula et al.

(2014) reported that the baroclinic energy stored in the hori-

zontal buoyancy gradient can be released by vertical mixing.

Here, we modify the equation by considering both the hori-

zontal viscosity and vertical viscosity as the contribution of

horizontal viscosity to energy balance cannot be neglected

(Fig. 4). Using the same derivation process for Eq. (5a), we

obtain the energy budget associated with the TTW balance:
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Equation (9) predicts the energy balance between Pres;1,

BF;1, and D;1
K , resembling the results in Figs. 4 and 7. To

support the applicability of TTW in this problem, the time

evolution of the area-mean budget of EKE1 within the domain

(1508–1708E, 328–428N) at 25 and 135m is plotted. Figure 8

reveals that the energy budgets at both depths are character-

ized by a balance between pressure work, vertical buoyancy

forcing and dissipation, while the amplitude of barotropic

production and tendency are much smaller. At 25m, the main

energy source is vertical energy flux from surface associated

with pressure work, most of which is dissipated directly. In

contrast, the buoyancy flux at 135m is relatively prominent and

accounts for the EKE1 generation. The generated energy is

transported away by pressure work. Overall, these evidences

indicate that the energy budget of EKE1 can be attributed to

the TTW theory.

According to the above discussion, it is noted that the

mesoscale air–sea interaction presents different character-

istics and roles in energy balance within the low-frequency

and high-frequency bands. To understand the underlying dy-

namics further, we examine the two frequency bands sepa-

rately in the following.

c. Air–sea interaction and its potential role

Figure 9a shows the horizontal distribution of Q;0
temp derived

from CESM. Strong mesoscale air–sea interaction is found in

the domain, especially on the northern side of KE jet where

warm eddies and meanders are generally formed (Sasaki and

Minobe 2015). Once generated, these mesoscale processes

with higher SST and surface specific humidity are exposed to

colder and drier overlying air and can promote latent and

sensible heat exchanges (Ma et al. 2016; Large and Yeager

2009). Moreover, the northwesterly wind during winter is

stronger on the northern side of the KE jet, which intensifies

the meridional difference. In addition to the heat exchange,

momentum exchange between atmosphere and oceanic eddies

is also prominent. Figure 9b depicts the distribution of wind

power input, in which W;0
wind exhibits negative values along the

KE jet. This indicates that wind forcing acts to spin down the

oceanic mesoscale variability, consistent with previous studies

(Renault et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016; Yang and Liang 2018).

The evolution of mesoscale air–sea exchange leaves foot-

prints on energy dissipation.A correlation analysis indicates that

there is a significant linear relationship between surface energy

flux Q;0
temp and oceanic energy dissipation D;0

temp (correlation

coefficient exceeds 0.9). To further explore this relationship, a

wavelet coherence analysis is employed. Figure 10a reveals that

the coherence always approaches 1 within the low-frequency

window, suggesting that the air–sea heat exchange dominates

FIG. 8. Time evolution of energy budget for EKE1 in the KE

region (1508–1708E, 328–428N) at (a) 25 and (b) 135m. Shading

indicates boreal winter.

FIG. 9. Horizontal distribution of (a) Q;0
temp (colored shading;

1024 8C2m s21) and (b) W;0
wind (colored shading; 1022Wm22) de-

rived from CESM. Contours are mean SSH isolines.
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the T-variance dissipation. Similarly, W;0
wind is found to be im-

portant in regulating the EKE dissipation as well (Fig. 10b). It is

noted that the correlation between W;0
wind and D;0

K is relatively

small within the 90–180-day window, implying that ocean inte-

rior processes dominate the EKE dissipation in this frequency

band. Physically, the energy dissipation is affected by air–sea

interaction through twoways. On one hand, wind stress and heat

flux can affect the vertical shear of velocity and change tem-

perature field near the sea surface directly. On the other hand,

mixing coefficients (m and k) can be regulated by the surface air–

sea exchange as well. Linear correlation between m/k and the

surface heat flux/wind stress exceed 0.7. Further analysis based

on wavelet coherence reveals that the role of air–sea interaction

in influencingm and k is more significant during winter when the

air–sea temperature difference is large and wind is strong (co-

herence approaches 1, not shown), consistent with the result

from Shan et al. (2020). Moreover, the ratio between the air–sea

interaction terms and depth-integrated energy dissipation from

sea surface is also calculated. It is found that the contribution of

Q;0
temp (W

;0
wind) to depth-integratedD

;0
temp (D

;0
K ) decreases steadily

as the integration depth increases and reaches to a constant

value at 150m. This value gives an estimated maximal influence

depth of Q;0
temp ().

Compared to its counterpart in the low-frequency window,

air–sea interaction within the high-frequency window depicts

different characteristics. ParameterQ;1
temp acts as an energy sink

in the budget but is characterized by a very small magnitude.

Integrating over the domain, it accounts for only 6% of the

baroclinic energy generation (Fig. 4), much smaller than that of

Q;0
temp. This phenomenon may be caused by the large thermal

inertia of the ocean. ParameterW;1
wind has a positive value in the

KE region, which is different from W;0
wind. To further explain

the underlying dynamics, the mesoscale velocity v0H 5 (u0, y0) is
decomposed into a geostrophic (v0Hg; derived from mesoscale

SSH) and an ageostrophic (v0Ha) component. Then W;1
wind is

calculated using v0Hg and v0Ha separately. It is found that 99% of

W;1
wind comes from the ageostrophic component, whereas the

contribution from geostrophic component is negligible. This

indicates that the high-frequency wind power is largely asso-

ciated with the wind-driven Ekman drift and does not have

much direct impact on geographic flow, which is different from the

low-frequency window where W;0
wind is dominated by geostrophic

component. As such, W;1
wind is not expected to have any major

impact on geostrophic mesoscale eddy energetic. However, syn-

optic wind stresses, rather than dissipating the mesoscale energy

directly, may regulate D;1
K through vertical mixing or Pres;1

during the downfront/upfront wind process (Small et al. 2008;

Taylor and Ferrari 2010), and further influence the vertical

buoyancy flux (BF;1). Nevertheless, linear correlation coeffi-

cients betweenW;1
wind andD

;1
K , Pres;1, and BF;1 are only20.2,

0.4, and 0.3, respectively. Combined with the discussion in

section 3b, it can be concluded that the role of W;1
wind in regu-

lating the evolution of mesoscale eddy energy balance is sec-

ondary, despite its large magnitude.

The above discussion indicates that Wwind changes sign

within different windows and it is important to know the

transition time scale. Figure 11 shows the change ofWwind as a

function of periods varying from less than 5.7 to 182.5 days. It is

found that Wwind undergoes a sign change at 22.8 days and

implies a different behavior of air–sea interaction dynamics. In

the high-frequency band, atmospheric synoptic variability and

storms directly influence surface Ekman flow in the ocean,

producing positive wind work but little influence on geo-

strophic mesoscale eddies, whereas within the low-frequency

window the wind work draw energy from mesoscale eddies.

4. Summary

Based on the 4-yr daily mean output of high-resolution

CESM simulation, mesoscale energetics and air–sea interac-

tion within the two time-scale windows in the Kuroshio

Extension region are explored in this study. The major results

of this study are summarized as follows:

1) Within the low-frequency window (with period longer

than 3 weeks), mesoscale oceanic variability is found to

obtain its energy from both the baroclinic and baro-

tropic pathways in the KE region. In comparison, the

baroclinic pathway associated with the temperature

variability is found to be the main mesoscale energy

source in the high-frequency window. All energy sources

and sinks show significant seasonal cycles with maximum

occurring in winter.

FIG. 11. Change of Wwind vs period.

FIG. 10. Wavelet coherence between (a) Q;0
temp and upper-200-m

integrated D;0
temp and (b) W;0

wind and upper-200-m integrated D;0
K .

The coherence significant at the 95% significance level is enclosed

by the black solid lines. The arrow indicates the phase lag with

pointing rightward (leftward) corresponds to the simultaneous

positive (negative) correlation.
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2) Within the low-frequency window, both the mesoscale air–

sea heat (Q;0
temp) and momentum (W;0

wind) exchange act as

eddy killers and play important roles in regulating the en-

ergy dissipation. In comparison, W;1
wind is found to drive

ageostrophic oceanic processes, while the magnitude of

Q;1
temp is negligible.

3) The energy budget of EKE1 is characterized by a balance

between Pres;1, BF;1 and D;1
K , which can be explained by

the TTW theory.

This study has compared the characteristics of mesoscale

energy budget and air–sea interaction within the two frequency

windows in the KE region. It should be noted that statistical

studies based on model output of mixing coefficient (k and m)

are required to further clarify the detailed processes as to how

air–sea interaction can influence the vertical buoyancy fluxes.

The evolution of high-frequency processes is not fully analyzed

in the present study. Furthermore, recent works have high-

lighted the role of submesoscale processes in oceanic instabil-

ity, energy cascade and air–sea interaction (Klein and Lapeyre

2009; McWilliams 2016; Su et al. 2018), but the eddy-resolving

model used in this study does not resolve them. How the sub-

mesoscale processes modulate the energy balance and air–sea

interaction needs to be investigated in detail in the future based

on coupled model with higher resolution.
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APPENDIX A

Energy Equations

The Navier–Stokes equations under the hydrostatic and

Boussinesq approximations are

›u

›t
1= � (uv)2 f y52

1

r
0

›p

›x
1A

M4
=4u1A

M2
=2u1

›

›z
m
›u

›z
,

(A1)

FIG. B1. Horizontal distribution of depth-mean (a) (aT 0;0)2 [colored shading; (kg m23)2], (b) (bS 0;0)2 [colored

shading; (kgm23)2], (c) (aT 0;1)2 [colored shading; 0.1 (kgm23)2], and (d) (bS 0;1)2 [colored shading; 0.1 (kgm 23)2]

in the upper 100m derived from CESM.
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= � v5 0, (A3)
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Here, T* presents potential temperature. In the CESMmodel,

the air–sea interaction terms are involved via the sea surface

boundary (z 5 0) conditions (Smith et al. 2010):

m
›u

›z
5

t

r
0

, (A6)

k
›T

›z
5
Q

net

c
p
r
0

. (A7)

We first decompose T* as

T*5T
0
(z)1T , (A8)

where T0(z) denotes the potential temperature averaged over

the z plane and time. Substituting Eqs. (A3) and (A8) into

Eq. (A5), we obtain

›T

›t
1= � (vT)1w

›T
0
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›z
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H4
=4T1A
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=2T

1
›

›z
k
›[T1T

0
(z)]

›z
1F

T
. (A9)

To obtain the mesoscale energy equations, the variables are

decomposed into its mean and mesoscale components:

A5A1A
0
. (A10)

Here the mesoscale component is defined as the variability

associated with zonally perturbed flows between 1508 and 1708E.
Sensitivity tests suggest that using different regions (e.g., 1458–
1658E) does not substantially affect the result of energetic analysis.
It should be noted that this decomposition cannot fully exclude

ageostrophic information in the mesoscale component, especially

within the high-frequency window. Substituting Eq. (A10) into

Eqs. (A1)–(A4) and Eq. (A9), executing the terms that are purely

caused by mean flow, we have
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= � v0 5 0, (A13)
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By taking the low-frequency component of Eq. (A14) and

multiplying it by w0;0, we get

FIG. B2.Horizontal distribution of (a) BF;0
t , (b) BF;0

s , (c) BF;1
t and (d) BF;1

s integrated over the upper 200m.Unit

is in 0.01W m22, and contours are mean SSH isolines.
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›p0;0

›z
w0;0 52p0;0w0;0g . (A16)

Using the low-frequency component of Eq. (A13) and com-

bining it with Eq. (A16), we have

›(p0;0w0;0)

›z
1p0;0

�
›u0;0

›x
1
›y0;0

›x

�
52p0;0w0;0g . (A17)

Multiplying the low-frequency component of Eqs. (A11)

and (A12) by u0;0 and y0;0, respectively, summing them and

substituting into Eq. (A17), we obtain Eq. (2a) for the EKE0

equation. Similarly, by taking the low-frequency component

of Eq. (A15) and multiplying by T 0;0, we have Eq. (2b) for

the mesoscale temperature variance equation in the low-

frequency window. Considering the complex formats of BT

and BCtemp, we treat them as residual in the calculation to

avoid calculation bias as CESM saves all the terms in Eqs.

(A1), (A2), and (A5).

In the surface layer, (›/›z)m(›u/›z) associated with wind

stress is approximate to constant and surface wind stress is

zero at the bottom of this layer. Therefor the friction due to

wind forcing in the surface layer can be represented by

t/r0h1. Multiplying its mesoscale low-frequency component

by (r0u0;0, r0y
0;0) we get W;0

wind in Eq. (3). Using the same

method and assumption, we can get Q;0
temp in Eq. (4). The

equations within the high-frequency window can be derived

through the same procedures.

APPENDIX B

Relative Importance of Temperature and Salinity in
Regulating EPE

In CESM model, the relationship between density, tem-

perature, and salinity can be approximated as (Smith

et al. 2010):

r0;0 5aT 0;0 1bS0;0 , (B1a)

r0;1 5aT 0;1 1bS0;1 , (B1b)

where the reference values for a and b are 20.25 kgm23 8C21

and 0.76 kg m23 (g kg21)21, respectively. We have tested

the robustness of this approximation and found that it

works well in the upper-layer KE region (not shown).

Based on this equation, estimating the amplitudes of

(aT 0;0)2 and (bS 0;0)2 [(aT 0;1)2 and (bS 0;1)2] provides a

direct way to measure their relative importance. Figure B1

compares the horizontal distribution of depth-mean T

variance and S variance in the upper 100 m. It is found that

amplitude of T variance is more than 3 times larger in both

windows, indicating the controlling role of temperature

variability in regulating EPE. Besides the comparison of

magnitude, the relative importance of temperature and

salinity can also be understood in terms of BF term by

decomposing it into the temperature-induced and salinity-

induced components:

BF;0 5BF;0
t 1BF;0

s 52aT 0;0w0;0g2bS0;0w0;0g , (B2a)

BF;1 5BF;1
t 1BF;1

s 52aT 0;1w0;1g2bS0;1w0;1g . (B2b)

Compared to BF;0
s (BF;1

s ), BF;0
t (BF;1

t ) is also more than

3 times larger (Fig. B2).Therefore, it can be concluded that

EPE in the KE region is dominated by variability of tem-

perature, which is consistent with previous estimation

(Yang et al. 2019).
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